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Value-added services, the natural 
evolution of institutional repositories 
 Impact and usage metrics 

 Integration with other institutional/national platforms 
for evaluation and monitoring purposes 

 Recipients of non traditional outputs (code, data, 
multimedia, digitized material..)  

 Researcher pages and integration with CVs 

 Science funders tracking  

 Maps of scientific networks 

 Digital preservation  

 Overlay services: a new way to control, validate, 
evaluate and disseminate science? 

https://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/123807
https://digital.csic.es/dc/pasarela.jsp
https://digital.csic.es/dc/pasarela.jsp
https://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/9238
https://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/65620
https://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/115155
https://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/127954
https://digital.csic.es/cris/rp/rp01261
https://digital.csic.es/browse?type=agenciaFinanciadora
https://digital.csic.es/cris/network/rp00002
https://assessment.datasealofapproval.org/assessment_120/seal/html/


Sources to identify candidates 
for the OPRM pilot project 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
https://peerj.com/AnnaTraveset/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://publons.com/author/460519/luis-m-bautista#profile  
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First feedback from researchers 
 

 A long awaited service in the repository 

 It is a great idea that merits success as 
currently peer review is not credited in 
researchers CVs at all due to its anonimity. 
But researchers will not have time to review 
and comment on other peers works as long 
as this activity remains outside of CVs 
recognition and lacks strong support from 
the research institutions  

 The functionality may be also used to evaluate, 
accept and comment conference contributions 
before the event 

 The project seems very interesting but I decline 
to participate right now due to lack of time and 
current demands [preparation of proposals for a 
national research call] 

 I have contacted 3 reviewers: one has no time 
available, another is against any type of 
peer review as reviewing is a subjective 
activity in such a reduced scholarly 
discipline and the third one has accepted to 
do it 

 The service should promote 
spontaneous discussion by anybody 
willing to send comments 

 Inviting peers to an open evaluation 
may place people in an uncomfortable 
situation, the module should work 100% 
open 

 The service is great for preprints and 
other unpublished works but has limited 
applicability for works that have been 
already evaluated and published 

 Moreover, the service has a difficult 
application for very recent publications as 
publishers reserve an exclusive exploitation 
for a period of time 

 How does open peer review operate in 
relation to “finished” pieces of work (i.e, 
a book)?  

 How will the service compete with 
Academia.edu open review/comments? 

 



Open peer review and open commentary: 
main characteristics of OPRM 

 For the moment, all DIGITAL.CSIC users 
(with log-in permissions) and administrators 
can send review invitations  

 Open commentaries are available for those 
users with DIGITAL.CSIC log-in permissions. 
For the moment, the system allows for a 
comment per user per review 

 Administration filter in place before 
publication in order to block 
spam/offensive/unappropriate inputs 

 Open reviews and commentaries generate 
their own items, with a specific set of 
metadata and associated with the original 
work and reviews, respectively 

 All open reviews and commentaries are 
subject to a CC-BY licence 4.0 by default 

 Reputation scores for authors, (CSIC) 
reviewers, reviewed works and reviews 

 Reputation scores for authors and (CSIC) 
reviewers visible at Dspace-CRIS profiles  

 

The work’s author sends a review invitation 

 to one or more peers by email 



 

 

 

The reviewer must indicate her name 

and affiliation 

By default, all reviews and  

comments have a CC-BY license 

New resource types 

Qualitative and 

quantitative  

peer review 



Reviews of works and author’s/reviewer 
reputation at personal page in the repository 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/131502  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                          

 

 

 

                                                http://digital.csic.es/cris/rp/rp01941  
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http://digital.csic.es/cris/rp/rp01941


Are repositories late? Value added services of open peer 
review in institutional repositories 

 Strategies to engage the institutional 
community to use the service 

 Opportunity to regain control of validation 
and dissemination of science in an open access 
and not for profit scenario 

 Will the open peer review service be more 
useful for the pre-publication or post-
publication phase? 

 How to make the commentary functionality 
relevant? 

 What is needed for sustainable overlay 
journals to proliferate on top of such services? Are 
they needed? 

 DOI assignation for open peer reviews in the 
future –new services? 

 How much will these services cost (in terms of 
managing human resources, “editorial” work, 
technological developments..)? 

 What consequences when opening the review 
process to all research output types 

 We need standards for the open peer review 
workflow, evaluation criteria and quality control 
and for the codification of related information 




